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A JOURNEY OF 24 YEARS

EDITORIAL BOARD

th

The end of a period and the
beginning of another one is not
just a moment of
commemoration, it is an event
where we bid goodbye to old
memories and armed with the
lessons learnt set out to face
new challenges and greater
stakes.
On the 15 th of June 2020, our
24 th Foundation Day, the
school stepped into its 24 th
year. The year that we left
behind was no less interesting,
but the year that is to come has
a lot more in store. The
pandemic forced us to suspend
classes but online education
has quite rightfully taken its
place. Needless to say the
challenge this year is to adapt
to the new norm. I am sure
with our combined efforts we
will achieve this too.
So gear up and get ready.
A new journey is waiting!
-Ankit Mondal, 12A
School Captain Designate

Instrumental presentation

On 20 June, 2020, MCKV celebrated its
24th Foundation Day on an online platform, adhering
to the social distancing norms in view of the COVID19 pandemic. Having welcomed our Chief Guest
Mrs. Rita Singh, the Group Director, Indirapuram
Group of Institutions, the day began on an
auspicious note by lighting of the ceremonial lamp
by our Chairman, Mr. Kishan Kumar Kejriwal,
our Headmistress, Mrs. Mallika Mukherjee and
Mrs. Rita Singh
our CEO, Mr. Parthosarathi Chakraborty. Our honourable Chairman in his speech
stressed on the importance of discipline in order to explore the heights beyond “the
utmost bound of human thought”.The day's programme was further enriched by a
mesmerizing dance performance through a video presentation.
The celebration of the Foundation Day at M.C.K.V. not only glorifies the achievements
of the students but also unfolds their inner growth. The students from Classes I to XI
were appreciated for their brilliant academic performance as well as for excelling
in a wide spectrum of co-curricular activities in the previous session. The spirit of
the moment was instilled by a marvellous musical presentation entitled 'Believer' by the
M.C.K.V. choir group. This was followed by a mellifluous instrumental rendition that
kept everyone awestruck. It was a nostalgic moment for the teachers whose names were
proclaimed to honour them on the completion of their 10 and 15 years of assiduous
service in this reputed institution. It was also a great moment for quite a few others when
their names were announced for their perfect attendance in the previous academic
session. Inter-House achievements in 2019-2020 were also recognized after the
pronouncement of the name of the employee who was honoured with the coveted
'Best Employee Award'.
When the entire global community is facing an unprecedented challenge, the idea of the
entire world being a family was promoted through the launch of the video 'We are the
World'. The programme proceeded with the felicitation of the Chief Guest by our
respected Chairman. This was followed by a motivating speech by our Chief Guest and
finally, a vote of thanks was proposed by Mrs. Sanghamitra Pal, the Senior School- Incharge. To sum up, the entire celebration can be best described as a cornucopia of
excitement to be treasured throughout our lifetime.
An online assembly was also conducted to celebrate our 24th Foundation Day on 15th
June. The assembly was conducted by Chandra Bhusan Ray of 12 C. Prayog Bhotra
(XII D) led the school in the prayer. This was followed by our Chairman's address on
this special occasion. This was followed by the shlokas, narrated by Aviriddha Pathak of
VIII C. Our school captain designate, Ankit Mondal, shared his thoughts on the school,
the journey that it has traversed and the miles left to tread. This was followed by a soul
touching audio visual presentation where we revisited all the beautiful memories that
we have created together.

Song 'Believer’

Chairman’s Speech

M.C. for the day

Welcome Dance
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STAFF MEMBERS WHO HAVE COMPLETED
FIFTEEN YEARS OF SERVICE IN 2019-2020

PERFECT ATTENDANCE PRIZE 2019-2020

Mr. Chandan Manna (consecutive 5 years)

Ms. Debjani Sinha

Mr. Arijit Kumar (consecutive 4 years)
Mr. Ananda Ranjan Dolai (consecutive 2 years)

Ms. Sanchita Sarkar

Mr. Biswajit Majumdar (consecutive 2 years)
Mr. Ajay Kumar Singh

Ms. Sanghamitra Pal

Ms. Moumita Kabi
Mr. Nagendra Tiwari

Ms. Shamshad Sultana

Ms. Rinku Biswas
Ms. Sarbani Chatterjee
STAFF MEMBERS WHO HAVE COMPLETED
TEN YEARS OF SERVICE IN 2019-2020

'Best Employee Award'

Mr. Abhijit Saha
Ms. Aparna Howlader
Ms. Dibya Chandresh
Ms. Lipika Dhar

Keka Mukherjee
Middle & Senior School

Ms. Monu Agarwal
Mr. Prabir Sikdar
Ms. Shampa Chatterjee
Ms. Shuvra Nundon
Ms. Sonali Saha

Amrita Sengupta
Primary School

Mr. Spondon Ganguli

Bipasa Bose
Activity Department

Ms. Subhechyya Chatterjee
Mr. Subhendu Jana
Thank you for your wonderful contribution

“M.C.K.V. applauds the determination &
effort you all have demonstrated
during your 10 and
15 years of service with us”
2

Ajay Kumar Singh
Administrative Department

3
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The shining stars of the Primary Section (2019-2020)
SL NO

NAME OF THE STUDENT

ROLL

CLASS &
SEC

1

Kaushal Dugar

6063

1C

2

Sudipta Saha
Samvith Dey
Rishav Mukherjee

6406
5999
6005

1A
1D
1A

ROLL

CLASS &
SEC

3
4

SL NO

NAME OF THE STUDENT

POSITION

For overall performance
in the class
High Achievement English & Hindi
High Achievement Mathematics
High Achievement Bengali
High Achievement

POSITION

1

Shreyan Das

5665

2A

High Achievement

2
3
4
5
6

Abhranil Saha
Abhinaw Raj
Chetan Agarwal
Gopal Agarwal
Arpan Sen

5911
5877
5917
5938
5553

2A
2A
2D
2D
2C

High Achievement
High Achievement
High Achievement
High Achievement
High Achievement

SL NO NAME OF THE STUDENT

CLASS &
POSITION
SEC

ROLL

1

Aniruddha Kumar Singh

6106

3A

2

Jisnu Bag

5583

3D

3

Vedaant Sharma

5244

3A

SL NO

NAME OF THE STUDENT

CLASS &
SEC

ROLL

POSITION

Tanmay Agarwal

4971

4A

High Achievement

2

Pranjoy Roy
Shubhayon Ghosh
Krishnam Agarwal
Garv Baxi
Vedang Damani
Debayan Pal

4916
5309
4977
5382
5324
5428

4C
4C
4D
4A
4B
4B

High Achievement
High Achievement
High Achievement
High Achievement
High Achievement
High Achievement

4
5
6
7

3

CATEGORY
For overall performance
in the class
English
Mathematics
Mathematics
Hindi
Bengali
CATEGORY

For overall performance in
High Achievement the class
Science & Hindi
English, Mathematics &
High Achievement
Bengali
High Achievement Mathematics

1

3

CATEGORY

CATEGORY

For overall performance in
the class
English & Science
English & Science
Mathematics
Science
Hindi
Hindi
Bengali
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The outstanding performers from the Middle School (2019-2020)

SL NO
1

NAME OF THE STUDENT

Chirag Tulsian

ROLL

CLASS &
SEC

4996

5A

POSITION

CATEGORY

High Achievement For overall performance in
the class
English, Maths, Hindi, Studies &
Science

2

Harshil Agarwal

5078

5D

High Achievement English, Maths, Hindi, Social
Studies, Science & Computer

3

Rajdeep Banerjee

5052

5C

4

Rishit Saraogi

4686

5D

5
6
7
8
9

Naitik Jain
Vishesh Kochar
Soumobroto Dey
Hitankar Ghosh
Aryan Sharma

5023
5103
5079
4677
5044

5B
5C
5B
5D
5A

High Achievement English, Maths, Bengal, Social
Studies & Science
High Achievement Hindi, Social Studies &
Computer
High Achievement Hindi & Computer
High Achievement Hindi
High Achievement Bengali
High Achievement Bengali
High Achievement Science

SL NO NAME OF THE STUDENT

ROLL

CLASS & POSITION
SEC

CATEGORY

1

Shubhankar Verma

4338

6A

2

Soutra Ray

5493

6D

3

Harsh Modi

4343

6A

4

Ayush Agarwal

4807

6C

5

Arpomallo Pal

4334

6B

6

Surjavo Chatterjee
Arnav Fulera
Ayan Mahata
Harsh Nahata
Snehashis Ganguly

4658
4295
5181
4313

6C
6B
6B
6B

High Achievement For overall performance in
the class
English, Science, Social
Studies, Hindi, Computer &
High Achievement For overall performance in
the class
English, Maths, Social Studies
& Science
High Achievement For overall performance in
the class
Maths & Hindi
High Achievement For overall performance in
the class
Maths & Social Studies
High Achievement English, Maths, Bengali,
Computer & Science
High Achievement Bengali & Science
High Achievement Hindi
High Achievement Bengali
High Achievement Computer

4718

6D

High Achievement Computer

7
8
9
10

4
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The outstanding performers from the Middle School (2019-2020)
SL NO NAME OF THE STUDENT

CLASS &
POSITION
SEC

ROLL

CATEGORY

1

Lakshaya Sharma

4037

7A

High Achievement For overall performance in
the class
English ,Hindi, Social Studies,
Science & Computer

2

Lakshya Tripathi

4450

7C

3

Md. Kamran Akhter

4001

7C

4

Sarthak Hazra

5190

7D

5
6

Monu Kumar Yadav
Veni Tulsian
Utkarsh Raj
Rishaw Singh
Susovan Dhamrya
Soham Chatterjee
Rajarshi Kundu
Hardik Heda

6103
4847
6125
4430
4484
4488
4849
4034

7B
7B
7C
7C
7A
7D
7A
7A

High Achievement For overall performance in
the class
English, Maths, Hindi & Social
Studies
High Achievement For overall performance in
the class
Science & Social Studies
High Achievement English, Science & Social
Studies
High Achievement Maths , Science & Computer
High Achievement English & Social Studies
High Achievement Hindi & Computer
High Achievement Hindi
High Achievement Bengali
High Achievement Bengali
High Achievement Bengali
High Achievement Maths

7
8
9
10
11
12

SL NO NAME OF THE STUDENT

CLASS &
POSITION
SEC

ROLL

1

Subho Prasad Ghosh

4201

8B

2

Aritra Kanrar

6413

8A

3

Sreejit Dey

4119

8C

4

Ranit Ratan Bose

4174

8B

5

Arman Singh
Krish Kapoor
Nipurn Khetan

4082
3726
4083

8C
8A
8D

6
7

CATEGORY

High Achievement For overall performance in
the class
English , Maths, Social
Studies, Bengali, & Computer
High Achievement For overall performance in
the class
English, Bengali, Social
Studies, Science & Computer
High Achievement For overall performance in
the class
English, Maths, Bengali &
Science
High Achievement Maths, Social Studies, Science
& Computer
High Achievement Hindi
High Achievement Hindi
High Achievement Hindi

INTER HOUSE
ACHIEVEMENTS FOR THE SESSION 2019-2020
1st IN
ACADEMICS

DELTA HOUSE

d

1st IN
CO-CURRICULAR
ACTIVITIES

5

BETA HOUSE
(consecutive 2 years)

b

COCK HOUSE

BETA HOUSE
(consecutive 2 years)

b
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The outstanding achievers of the Senior School (2019-2020)
SL NO NAME OF THE STUDENT
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Vedant Agarwal
Sounak Dey
Hitesh Golcha
Rishav Goel
Asmit Shaw
Swyam Seksaria
Kaushal Jain
Mayank Agarwal

SL NO NAME OF THE STUDENT

CLASS &
POSIITION
SEC
9B THIRD

ROLL

3668
3836
3820
3513
2955
3509
5203
3799

9D
9A
9B
9D
9B
9D
9A

SECOND
SECOND
THIRD
FIRST
FIRST
SECOND
THIRD

CLASS & POSITION
SEC

ROLL

1

Ankit Mondal

3316

11A

FIRST

2

Sourav Bhattacharjee

2974

11A

3

Kushal Gupta

3359

11A

4

Keshav Khemka

4548

11B

SECOND
THIRD
SECOND
THIRD
FIRST

5

Vikash Sangai

3705

SL NO NAME OF THE STUDENT

ROLL

6
7
8
9

Ayush Tewari
Harshil Agarwal
Hemant Goenka
Amitesh Kumar Jha

11A

CLASS & POSITION
SEC

3698
2918
7252
5201

11D
11B
11D
11C

10

Gautam Agarwal

4530

11D

11

Ayushman Nandi
Soumyajit Chakraborty

2938
4592

11A
11A

12

SL NO NAME OF THE STUDENT
13
14
15
16
17
18

Yuvraj Surana
Aditya Goel
Krishna Murari Tiwari
Lokesh Agarwal
Rishi Agarwal
Yash Agarwal

SECOND
FIRST
SECOND

ROLL

CATEGORY

Hindi
Bengali
Economics Applications
Economics Applications
Computer Applications
Commercial Applications
Commercial Applications
Commercial Applications
CATEGORY

Overall high achievement
English, Maths, Physics &
Chemistry
Overall high achievement
Physics & Chemistry
Computer Science
Overall high achievement
Second Language, Accounts &
Economics
English, Maths & Commerce
Computer Science
English
CATEGORY

FIRST
FIRST
SECOND
SECOND

Business Studies
Commerce
Business Studies
Second Language & Accounts

THIRD
SECOND
THIRD
SECOND
SECOND

Commerce & Economics
Economics
Second Language
Chemistry
Physics

CLASS & POSITION
SEC

CATEGORY

2962

11C

FIRST

Physical Education

5213
3113
3307
3396
7235

11D
11B
11B
11A
11B

SECOND
THIRD
THIRD

Physical Education
Physical Education
Accounts
Maths & Computer Science
Business Studies

6

THIRD

THIRD
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PANEL DISCUSSION- NEVER GIVE UP

In today's world, the importance of talking about mental
health cannot be overstressed. Strong mental health is no
longer just about being free from depression, anxiety, stress
or other psychological issues rather it refers to the presence
of positive characteristics– the ability to bounce back from
adversity, illness or injury, the flexibility to adapt to change,
to maintain balance between work and play, rest and
activity and also the ability to build the fulfilling
relationships. Keeping this pertinent issues in mind,
M.C.Kejriwal Vidyapeeth hosted a panel discussion on
mental well being and development, titled “Never Give
Up!” with a view to help young adults deal with anxiety,
depression and failures.
The session was introduced and hosted by Mr. Biswajit
Majumdar, Head of the English Department. Mr. Kishan
Kumar Kejriwal, Chairman of MCKV Group of Institutions
extended a warm welcome to the panelists and the audience
alike before handing over the proceedings to the moderator
for the event, Mr. Shankar Ramalingam, an active Rotarian,
eminent debater and quizzer. He introduced the various
speakers in the panel, highlighting their involvement in
diverse areas of child education and wellness.
Ms. Hilda Peacock, Director of Gems Akademia
International School, opened the discussion, highlighting
the predicament of "latchkey" children, the corollary of

rapid and thoughtless urbanisation. She hailed teachers as
“barefoot counsellors” whom a child comes to trust over
many hours of work and play together and how their
listening, understanding, and empathy can play a key role in
resolving student issues.
Ms. Bratati Bhattacharya, Secretary General and CEO,
Shikshayatan Foundation and Shri Shikshayatan School,
talked about cultivating wellness habits that could promote
our brain to change and rewire itself through a lifelong
process termed Neuroplasticity. With the awareness,
knowledge, and practice of self-directed neuroplasticity,
students can learn to thrive both individually and collectively
in a shifting landscape of unpredictability and uncertainty.
Dr. Sarmistha Chakrabarti, an eminent consultant
psychiatrist, discussed the integration of mood training in
child development programmes to combat mental illness, the
“shadow pandemic” brewing in all corners of the globe.
Ms. Salony Priya, founder of Ummeed Counselling and
Consulting services, illustrated her “3B”model of Balance,
Belief and Belong, encouraging attendees to practise
physical distancing instead of social distancing.
Mr. Bitan Biswas, Principal of Madhusthali Vidyapeeth,
Jharkhand, called for the need to use stress as a way to push
one into a higher level of productivity and thinking. We are
absolutely capable of facing our fears and outsmarting stress
by using its energy to propel us forward. The parting shot in
his address, 'Perfection is the enemy of progress' resonated
among many in the audience.
Mr. Ramalingam opened the floor then to questions and
comments from audience members. Several students
clarified their misconceptions surrounding mental illness.
Topics such as the grading system in examinations and
positive effects of practising mindfulness and yoga were
discussed. Senior School in-Charge of MCKV, Ms.
Sanghamitra Pal concluded the session by proposing the vote
of thanks, acknowledging the contributions of the panellists,
audience members and all involved in making the event a
grand success.

INTERNATIONAL YOGA DAY CELEBRATION
6thInternational Yoga Day was celebrated virtually at
MCKV on 21st June. Our teachers of the Pre-Primary
wing performed yoga and taught the children simple
yoga poses that can keep them fit and healthy. Many
parents joined and celebrated the day by performing
yoga postures along with their children.
Yoga session for the Primary and Middle school levels
was also organised where students were motivated to
perform yoga and they also learnt about its benefits.
Our teachers conducted the yoga sessions for the
students. Various asanas were shared and their
importance was also explained. The students were encouraged to practice yoga
regularly to remain fit and improve concentration.
Our NCC boys also took part in the " My Life Yoga Contest" organised by 21
Bengal Battalion NCC. The students shared their videos on performing various
asanas.
7
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SPEAK TO LEAD

'Deliberation and debate is the way we stir the soul of our
democracy.'
Today, when the entire world is fighting the pandemic of
Coronavirus disease, what has been the role of social media
in our lives? Do social media provide solace or grounds for
misinformation? Keeping these questions in mind, the
English Department of M.C. Kejriwal Vidyapeeth hosted a
one–of–its–kind online Exhibition Debate to collaborate
and create cogent discourses on the motion 'Social media
should be banned during tha pandemic.' This unique event
took place on Saturday, 6 of June 2020 at 11:00 a.m. on
Zoom webinar with the wholehearted encouragement and
support from Mr Kishan Kumar Kejriwal, our honourable
Chairman and Mrs Mallika Mukherjee, the Headmistress.
The debate was chaired and moderated by Mr. Biswajit

Majumdar, the Head of the English Department, who briefed
the rules of debate after introducing the proposition and
opposition speakers to the audience. The speakers for the
event were the teachers of the English Department and the
senior school students of MCKV. Each speaker was allotted a
total time of 3 minutes and a rebuttal round followed every
segment.
Both the teams were very well-prepared. Aditya Pandey of
Class 12A from the team for the motion opened the debate
and impressively convinced the audience with his views.
Armed with statistics, data and definitions, Chandra Bhushan
Ray of Class 12C from the team against the motion vied to
present his opinion before the viewers. Using skills like
rhetoric, irony and overstatement, Ms. Ishani Sengupta
Ma'am and Ms Kathika Dasgupta Ma'am made their views
for the motion more emphatic with right facial expression and
voice modulation. Ms. Sanghamitra Pal Ma'am from the
opposition team exhibited great oratorical skills and
displayed confidence in presenting her arguments before the
audience.
At the end of the heated but entertaining debate which lasted
over one hour, a brief interactive session was conducted with
the viewers who freely expressed their opinions and voted
majorly for the team against the motion. The invigorating
words of appreciation from the Chairman rejuvenated not
only the debaters but also the wonderful audience who
enjoyed the programme thoroughly. The Exhibition Debate
was indeed an enthralling experience for the speakers as well
as for the viewers.

RATHYATRA CELEBRATION
The celebration of the annual ceremonial
chariot procession or RathYatra was celebrated
rd
virtually at MCKV on 23 June . The
assembly for the day was virtually conducted
by the students. Naman Jain of Class 8-C
delivered a speech on the significance of
celebrating RathYatra, vividly describing the
chariots of the three deities, Lord Jagannath,
Lord Balabhadra and Subhadhra. Students also
learnt how the celebration for the day unfolds
and how the deities are worshipped on that day.
His speech was followed by a PowerPoint
presentation which comprised photographs of
few students of Class 4 who shared their own
ways of celebrating the festival.
Our Junior School children were also
captivated by the glorifying history of
RathYatra, as narrated by their teachers. They
learnt about the cultural diversity and rich
history of our country. The very essence of the
celebration was captured by the audio- visual
presentation of the procession which attracts
thousands of tourists to Puri to watch it live.
The significance of an event like RathYatra was
also conveyed to the children. The unified
approach of all the teachers to organize the
programme is truly commendable as it was
successful in promoting harmony and unity.
among the students.
8
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A WORD WITH THE WORLD

BOND WITH THE BEST

One of the most cherished experience that life can offer us is
engaging in a live conversation with famous personalities
we admire. On 7th June, 2020, MCKV gave the students of
classes 6, 7 and 8 an opportunity to join in a tete-a-tete with
Ruskin Bond, one of the most beloved and popular writer of
children's fiction through a Webinar and Facebook live.
Many of our students participated in the event, and it was a
rewarding experience for them to hear Mr. Bond sharing
anecdotes on life, discussing his views on young writers,
recommending tips on how to write better stories and even
deliberating on the positivity of lockdown. The one hour
session was a one of a kind of experience that they will not
forget any time soon.

On
6th of June 2020,
Human Learning Systems,
India organised a live Edtalk show titled – “ A Word
with the World”- a platform
where school captains from
schools across the country
got an opportunity to voice
their opinions regarding
issues that affect their
education and the society in
general.
The participants of the Ed
talk show were Ananya
Singh, Academic captain, of
W.H. Smith Memorial
School, Varanasi, Ankit
Mondal, School Captain
Designate of M.C. Kejriwal
Vidyapeeth, Liluah, and
Tannistha Roy, School

INTERACT CLUB'S NOBLE GESTURES

captain of The Jain
International School,
Kanpur. The host for the
show was Amitabh Mohan,
an educationist and a
leading psychologist of our
country.The topic for the
session was' The New
Normal'.The captains as
leaders of the next
generation, expressed their
opinion on what is going to
be the new normal in the
post pandemic world and
how it will affect the society
in general. The show was
aired live on the official You
Tube channel and the
Facebook page of “The
School Times”.
It was an interactive session
and the views of the students
were appreciated by the host
as well as the audience. The
participants learnt a lot from
their experience and
expressed their gratitude for
being given a platform
where they could voice their
opinion and were made to
feel that the student
fraternity is an important
pillar of society and has lot
of responsibility to shoulder
in making this world a better
place to live in.

difficulty in safeguarding their and their family's lives as well as
livelihoods. Understanding the present ordeal, the members of
MCKV Interact Club deemed it as their duty towards the nation
to walk a small step to fight the pandemic. In the midst of this
challenging reality, the Interactors have not lost their hopes and
they continue to keep the motto ignited in their minds: “Together
we can and we will”.

rd

On 3 June 2020,the members of MCKV Interact Club had
took the initiative of distributing masks, gloves and bottles
of sanitizer gel to the economically distressed people to
battle against the fast-spreading novel coronavirus, the
invisible but pernicious enemy.The event was organized in
front of the school campus, in the presence of the students
and the staff members including the Chairman and the
Headmistress of the school.In this nationwide lockdown
and economic turmoil when the entire country is in a
woeful situation, these underprivileged people are facing

On 9th June 2020, the Interact Club along with the Social Service
group organized an awareness programme on Covid-19 for the
ancillary staff of M.C.Kejriwal Vidyapeeth and MCKV Institute
of Engineering. A special video on the precautions to be taken to
combat the global pandemic was made by an Interactor, Swayam
Seksaria which was shown to the ancillary staff. The programme
was conducted by the school mentor,Ms. Apala Chatterjee and
assisted by Mr. Chandan Manna, a member of the Social Service
group. We hope that this awareness programme would achieve
its purpose and guide them to lead a safe and healthy life.

9
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FATHER'S DAY CELEBRATION
Father's Day is celebrated
worldwide to recognize the
contribution that fathers make to
the lives of their children. The
students of Pre-primary section of
M.C.K.V. celebrated Father's Day
with a lot of enthusiasm on 19th
June,2020. Teachers of the
Nursery and KG sections
organized craft activities where
both the children and their fathers
enthusiastically participated.
Children of Pre-Nursery classes
were helped by their real-life super
heroes, their fathers,in non-fire
cooking.
It was a fun-filled day and all the
fathers appreciated the efforts of
the school authorities for this
unique idea of involving them in
the celebration. They were of the
view that these events help them to
know their children better and also
to nurture their relationship with
their children.
It was indeed a memorable event
which they are going to cherish for
their lifetime.

ICE PAINTING ACTIVITY
In this time of summer season, water
plays an important part in keeping us
cool and away from the summer heat. To
know more about water, the theme for
nursery for this week was 'Water'. The
children had learnt about uses,
importance and sources of water. They
also learnt about sinking and floating
through interesting activities. To
conclude with the 'Water' theme,
teachers along with the children and
parents participated in the 'Ice painting'
activity. The 'Ice painting' activity was
done by the children with a little help and
a lot of co-operation from their parents,
under the guidance of our teachers. The
children thoroughly enjoyed the 'Ice
painting' activity and were happy and
excited to showcase their creativity.

10

FRUIT SALAD ACTIVITY
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MISSION GREEN
World Environment
Day is celebrated on
th
5 June every year,
and is the United
Nations' principal
v e h i c l e f o r
encouraging
awareness and action
for the protection of
the environment.This
is especially the day to focus on the
present day environment conditions and
the best way to do it is by involving young
learners and educators in the process of
preserving the world through our actions.
An endeavour was undertaken by our
little MCKVians of Pre-Primary and
Primary levels on this special day to
portray Earth through their beautiful
drawings. Their creative displays on art
papers depicted a number of global crisis
that Mother Earth is currently facing and
how we all can do our bit to save the
world.

this occasion. This included videos on
the importance of World Environment
Day that were shown to the students of
various levels. A PowerPoint
presentation prepared by the senior
members of Interact Clubwas shown to
the students of Senior school.Other
events included Poster Making and
Best Out of Waste competition for the
students of Classes 7 and 8
respectively. The two best posters were
made by Ajitesh Ghorai of 7D and
SrijanMondal of 7B.The two superior
creativity in the Best out of Waste
category were the ones made by
Aviriddha Pathak of 8C and Sarthak
Bhattacharya of 8B .

While the students and teachers put in
their earnest efforts to spread
awareness on World Environment Day,
the administrative department of
MCKV was also proactive in
enlightening the students, staff and
their families on the need of preserving
The Social Service group in collaboration our Mother Nature and her natural
with the members of Interact Club of resources. The loss of thousands of big
MCKV organised a plethora of events on trees in West Bengal due to the

Our deepest condolences to Mr. Sona Mitra and Ms. Sawon Mukherjee on
the demise of their fathers.
11
5

devastation brought upon by the
super cyclone, Amphan, has already
disturbed the local ecosystem. As the
World Environment Day has grown
to become a global platform for
public outreach, the school team took
this opportunity to plant more than 25
saplings inside the campus premises

on this special occasion. The students
in MCKV are constantly taught to
imbibe the spirit of preservation and
protection of the environment and the
planet we all call our home -Earth.
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